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RESPECT » Valuing a person for who s/he is.
Being Reliable » Following through when
someone says they will do something and/or
when they make plans with a person.
HONESTY » Being truthful and meaning
what is said to a person.
Sharing » Being open to sharing how
you feel about things you like and dislike;
while also being open to hearing about how
someone else feels.
Independence » Giving people personal
space and understanding that people need
different amounts of time for themselves.
Being Considerate » Being careful not
to do something that would hurt or offend
someone.

Trust » In a healthy relationship, GFs and/
or BFs can rely on each other and know they
will not share each other’s private information
or say anything that would embarrass each
other. (The exception here is if a friend shares
information that indicates they are in trouble
and need help — such as abuse,
emotional distress, addiction, etc. This
type of information should be shared
with a safe adult).
Healthy Negotiating » When people
disagree, each person shares their side and
together they come to a decision that they
are both comfortable with.
Intimacy » Getting close to someone
by sharing personal experiences, being
affectionate and spending time together.
Listening » Spending time and paying
attention to a person when they want to talk.
Having Fun » Laughing and enjoying
hanging out with a person.

List 3 more examples of signs of a healthy relationship.
List 3 examples for each: What does a healthy relationship look like? sound like? feel like?
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Jealousy » When someone resents
you (holds a grudge) for spending time with
other people.

PERSISTENCE » When someone won’t take
“NO” for an answer and keeps bugging you
to do something.

Clinginess » When someone is desperate
to be with you all the time and does not
provide you any personal space.

Pity » When someone tries to get you to
feel sorry for them to get their own way.

Rage » When someone screams or blows
up at you.
Excessive Arguing » When two people
are constantly fighting.
Disregarding Feelings » When
someone doesn’t consider your feelings
and doesn’t seem to care when you are upset.
Blame » When someone doesn’t take
responsibility for their behaviour and shifts
the blame onto you.

Guilt » When someone makes you feel
badly for saying “NO” or not agreeing to do
something.
Keeping Score » When a person keeps
track of favours they have done for you
expecting equal favours in return.
Physical Violence » When someone
physically hurts you.
Sexual Exploitation » When someone
uses you sexually for their own benefit.

Threats » When someone intimidates
and controls you to try to get you to do
something that you do not want to do.

List 3 more examples of signs of an unhealthy relationship.
List 3 examples for each: What does an unhealthy relationship look like? sound like? feel like?
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